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returns to scale in geographical economics

Steven Bond-Smith
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Abstract

Increasing returns to scale is now fundamental to both economics and
economic geography. But first generation theories of endogenous growth
imply an empirically-refuted scale effect. This scale effect and assumptions
to negate the scale effect both imply unintentional spatial consequences.
A review of the broad economic geography literature reveals the wide-
spread use and misuse of first generation and semi-endogenous growth
techniques despite these distortions. Techniques are suggested for avoid-
ing these unintended spatial consequences. Crucially, the scale-neutral
Schumpeterian branch of endogenous growth theory enables research in
economic geography to focus on the distinctly spatial mechanisms that
define the spatial economy.

1 Introduction
Increasing returns to scale is the basis of many powerful results in economics
and economic geography. The interplay of increasing and decreasing returns
to scale translates into forces for concentration, dispersion and spatial sorting
that determine the spatial organization of economies (Proost and Thisse, 2019).
Increasing returns to scale is also fundamental to endogenizing growth, because
productivity depends only on the stock of non-rival ideas rather than its division
between people. But increasing returns to scale in first-generation endogenous
growth models results in an empirically-refuted scale effect. While the scale
effect has been categorically dismissed from endogenous growth theory (Jones,
1995b), it is still prevalent across the economic geography literature. Yet the
scale effect and techniques to negate the scale effect amplify concentration and
dispersion forces respectively without a spatial micro-foundation in economic
geography. This paper explores the extent of scale effects assumptions about
growth in economic geography and proposes that scale-neutral growth models
enable research to clearly focus on the distinct geographic mechanisms that
determine the internal and external economies that define the spatial economy.

The birth of the so-called “new” growth theory emphasized the role of non-
rival knowledge spillovers for growth as an input to and output from endogenous
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investment in innovation in return for temporary monopoly profits (Romer,
1990). The spatial nature of knowledge spillovers (Audretsch and Feldman,
1996) and similarities in modelling techniques implied a suitable marriage be-
tween endogenous growth and economic geography (Bond-Smith and McCann,
2014). The continued development of endogenous growth theories over four
generations (Bond-Smith, 2019) is repeatedly followed by spatial versions to
understand the geographic implications of endogenous growth.

Increasing returns to scale is unique in endogenous growth theory because it
shows up twice: the scale of production of output and the scale of production
of ideas. Ideas also multiply because they are both the input and output. This
implies an empirically-refuted scale effect (Jones, 1995b), that a larger economy
grows faster than a smaller economy and that any rival factor increasing in scale
is explosive as it makes use of the same growing pool of ideas. Spatial equilib-
rium is the balance of increasing and decreasing returns to scale, over various
scales. The scale effect unintentionally implies greater innovation productivity
for larger regions by amplifying any spatial factor that affects innovation produc-
tivity. Second generation semi-endogenous growth models negate the scale effect
by assuming diminishing returns to cumulative ideas. There is still increasing
returns to scale and the scale effect but it is negated in the long-run by these di-
minishing returns to ideas. Although this leads to the desired result of constant
growth in an aspatial growth model, despite a growing population, in geographic
space it unintentionally amplifies the effect of concentrating research effort and
dispersing ideas without a spatial foundation for such forces. Schumpeterian
growth models without scale effects have the potential for a scale-neutral ap-
proach (Bond-Smith et al., 2018; Bond-Smith and McCann, 2019) that enables
only the included spatial mechanisms to affect the spatial equilibrium rather
than implicit assumptions about growth and scale effects.

Alternatively, the unintentional scale effect is often treated as a convenient
mechanism to intentionally facilitate agglomeration economies for innovation in
urban growth models, rather than examining the specific causes of agglomera-
tion economies as these models intend. Models in spatial equilibrium specifically
provide the opportunity to examine the distinctly spatial factors that result in
increasing returns and external economies, rather than rely on implicit assump-
tions about growth. This misuse of the scale effect therefore sidelines the actual
mechanisms that lead to agglomeration economies for innovation and define the
spatial equilibrium.

A review of the economic geography literature reveals the wide-spread use
and misuse of first generation and semi-endogenous growth techniques despite
these distortions. These spatial implications are the unintended consequence
of modelling assumptions, rather than true characteristics of the world. The
term unintended consequences typically refers to Robert Merton’s (1936) paper
describing that for any policy intervention it is inevitable that some outcomes
are accidental. In this article, the proverb applies twice: modelling assumpitions
can lead to (i) accidental conclusions about spatial-economic phenomena that
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imply incorrect policies which also result in (ii) outcomes that are accidental.1
Therefore this article is of vital importance to improving research quality on
spatial economic phenomena and resulting policy implications. By taking careful
steps, researchers in economic geography can draw stronger conclusions about
the specific mechanims that drive the spatial equilibrium and develop defensible
recommendations for planning or policy.

This article serves four main purposes. Firstly, it highlights a fundamental
misunderstanding of increasing returns to scale and the resulting scale effect in
endogenous growth theory, such that theorists must be clear about the scales in
which increasing returns applies. In a series of toy models, the article explores
the spatial consequences of assumptions about growth and scale effects, setting
aside standard mechanisms such as pecuniary externalities where the spatial im-
plications are clear. Thirdly it reviews the broad economic geography literature
for examples of the use and misuse of the scale effect. Finally, this article aims to
reduce the risk that economic geographers or spatial economists inappropriately
apply aspatial economic theory to spatial phenomena, by offering techniques to
avoid unintended spatial consequences, thereby improving the rigour of research
in geographic economics. The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 outlines the
role of assumptions about increasing and decreasing returns to scale in both
growth and economic geography. Section 3 develops several toy models to un-
derstand the causes and consequences of the scale effect, both in the aspatial
endogenous growth model and in a simple two-region model. Section 4 surveys
the broad economic geography literature to note examples of research affected
by such assumptions about scale effects. Section 5 offers techniques to avoid
the unintended spatial consequences of aspatial assumptions about scale effects
and Section 6 offers some concluding remarks on a revised research agenda.

2 Scale assumptions
Assumptions matter. Economic theory is often criticized that its assumptions
are unrealistic (Martin and Sunley, 1998; Romer, 2015). All theoretical models
in economics and economic geography use assumptions to avoid the complexity
of a truly realistic but intractable theory. Some assumptions are intended to
represent true facts about the world, but many are entirely unrealistic and used
purely for simplicity. Assumptions eliminate specific variables so the model can
focus on what matters. Many assumptions don’t matter. Some assumptions
eliminate negligible factors that have little impact. Other assumptions ignore
factors that are of no interest. And some assumptions are simply “modelling
tricks” to ensure the model is tractable or behaves in a way that reflects stylized
facts. For all of these types of assumptions, realism is secondary to parsimony.

1Despite this, I do not agree with Merton’s overall conclusion that this implies there should
be no intervention. An intervention that is less (or more) successful than expected, but
ultimately improves outcomes is still better than no intervention at all. The important factor
is the distribution of risk around the estimates of costs and benefits. There may also be
significant equity reasons to justify an intervention.
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Conclusions drawn from these assumptions are indirect because they need to
account for the real world context that is absent in the model. But when
assumptions are used to directly draw findings, those assumptions are crucial
and should represent a realistic foundation on which to draw strong conclusions.
In spatial equilibrium, such a foundation is also spatial.

Assumptions about increasing and decreasing returns to scale are now fun-
damental to theoretical models in both economics and economic geography.
Increasing returns to scale recognizes that production of outputs increases in
greater proportion than required inputs. In its simplest form it is a fixed cost
of production or scale economies that are internal to the firm, but increasing
returns can also create external economies. Increasing returns is one of the old-
est problems in economics starting with Adam Smith’s division of labor. While
economists have long understood that businesses often have a declining marginal
cost, perfect competition is incompatible with increasing returns. Avinash Dixit
and Joseph Stiglitz’s (1977) model of monopolistic competition sparked a revo-
lution in economic theory because prices were no longer pinned down by their
marginal cost. Such theories must be clear about the scales in which increasing
and decreasing returns apply.

Starting with Romer (1990), theoretical models of endogenous growth rec-
ognize that ideas are a purely non-rival input to and output from investing in
research in return for temporary monopoly profits. Innovation is endogenized
because technological discoveries are a direct result of deliberate decisions to
search for them. Non-rivalry implies increasing returns to the scale of the firm’s
production. Non-rivalry is essential to endogenous growth because it means that
productivity depends on the stock of ideas, rather than it’s division between
people. Non-rivalry also enabled increasing returns to the scale of aggregate
research because a greater number of researchers can make use of the same set
of ideas leading to the empirically-refuted scale effect. Second generation semi-
endogenous growth models still incur the scale effect, but assume diminishing
returns to cumulative ideas. This implies that ideas become more difficult to
find as the simplest ideas are discovered first. There is a scale effect on the
level of income due to increasing returns to scale in production and gains from
expanding the extent of the market. There is still increasing returns to scale
for innovation, but it is reduced by diminishing returns to cumulative ideas. In
the balanced growth path the net effect implies constant returns because the
scale effect is eventually matched by diminishing returns to cumulative ideas.
Schumpeterian models of endogenous growth without scale effects allow inno-
vation to expand in two dimensions: new varieties and quality improvements
(Young, 1998; Peretto, 1998; Dinopoulos and Thompson, 1998; Howitt, 1999).
This changes the scale at which increasing returns to research applies. There is
increasing returns to the scale of the firm’s research effort, but there are now
constant returns to the scale of aggregate innovation as greater research effort
is spread accross additional varieties, eliminating the scale effect. By clearly
understanding the scales at which increasing returns applies, Schumpeterian
models enable increasing returns to the scale of the firm or industry while elim-
inating it’s impact on innovation in aggregate. While Howitt (1999) also uses
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two dimensions for innovation to eliminate the scale effect, it is still assumed
that there is diminishing returns to cumulative varieties, as a modelling trick
to maintain stylized facts about the impact of R&D incentives. As a result,
increasing returns to scale applies to research effort at the scale of the firm
and decreasing returns to scale applies to research effort in aggregate. In the
balanced growth path these two factors still lead to constant growth because
changes in scale spread across additional varieties and increase research effort
for established varieties.

Economic geography recognizes that increasing returns to scale also acts
over some spatial scale. Monopolistic competition and increasing returns there-
fore also sparked a revolution in both trade and economic geography. Krugman
(1979) and Helpman and Krugman (1985) showed how this tool could be em-
bedded into a general equilibrium model of trade such that increasing returns to
scale had implications for the location and scale of production. Krugman and
Venables (1995) extended the trade model to also include intermediates such
that firms have increasing returns to the scale of aggregate production due to
vertical linkages. Venables (1999) disaggregated production such that industries
divide into clusters. Krugman (1991) extended his trade model to enable the
mobility of workers such that increasing returns to scale also had implications
for the location of people and firms as utility equalizes across space in the spatial
equilibrium or finds a corner solution.

Transport costs are a pecuniary externality related to distance that implies
decreasing returns to scale, which eventually limit increasing returns to the scale
of production and the size of the market that a firm supplies. Competition also
leads to decreasing returns that limit increasing returns to the scale of produc-
tion. For transport costs increasing returns typically applies at the scale of the
firm, but with vertical linkages it applies to the scale of aggregate production.
For competition, decreasing returns also applies to the scale of aggregate pro-
duction. In these models, increasing returns to aggregate scales implies produc-
tivity benefits for density or concentration while decreasing returns to aggregate
scales implies a congestion cost or dispersion force. Carefully applied to the cor-
rect scale, assumptions about increasing and decreasing returns to scale offer
powerful insights on the spatial economy.

3 Two-region endogenous growth models
Endogenous growth theories can be characterized into generations by the scale
effect (Jones, 1999; Bond-Smith, 2019). Each generation is followed by its appli-
cation to core-periphery or trade models to understand the spatial implications
of growth. Using toy models, this section shows the unintended spatial implica-
tions of assumptions about scale and growth: (i) in first generation endogenous
growth models; (ii) in semi-endogenous growth models; and (iii) in Schumpte-
rian models without scale effects. Micro-details vary, but this analysis distils
the essential elements.

Consider an economy where final output is a composite good Yt = AtLY t
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where LY t is labor used in production and At represents the stock of ideas.
Physical and human capital are left aside in these toy models in order to focus on
innovation. Analogous equations apply to two regions (referenced by home and
foreign) with variables denoted by a tilde where foreign variables are necessary.
New ideas are the result of research effort that builds on the stock of ideas
to increase productivity. There is free entry for entrepreneurs, but producers
must first develop an idea. The analysis here focuses only on the innovation
equations as this is the source of the scale effect. The flow of new ideas is
given by the function Ȧt = f (LAt, At) where LAt is labor devoted to research
effort. Along the balanced growth path, a constant share of labor (s < 1) is
employed in research such that LAt = sLt where Lt = LY t + LAt. The basic
model is extended to two regions by applying the ideas production function at
the regional level and adjusting the intertemporal knowledge spillover by the
location of knowledge using the spillover parameter λ ≤ 1 such that knowledge
is transferred more easily by the close proximity of researchers colocating in the
same region. For demonstration purposes in these toy models, it is assumed that
transport costs are zero such that the only spatial mechanism included in these
toy models is this knowledge spillover parameter. With this limitation these toy
models are used to examine the impact of various spatial distributions on the
balanced growth, rather than investigating only the steady state distribution, in
order to understand the effect of assumptions about scale effects on the spatial
forces in the model. Migration is not specified, but the toy models here are
flexible enough to accomodate many various alternatives.

3.1 First Generation endogenous growth
3.1.1 The aspatial model

In first generation models of endogenous growth (Romer, 1990; Grossman and
Helpman, 1991; Aghion and Howitt, 1992), firms invest in research effort that
builds on existing non-rival ideas to generate new ideas. The function

Ȧt = γLAtAt (1)

describes the flow of productivity improvements where At is current technology,
LAt is labour devoted to researching new technologies, the dot indicates the
flow of new technology over time and γ > 0 is a parameter for calibration.
Output per capita is proportional to the global stock of knowledge yt = Yt

Lt
=

At (1 − s). Growth in output per capita is found by taking the time derivative
and rearranging, gy = ẏt

yt
= γLAt = Ȧt

At
= γsL. As a result, the growth rate of

technology gA = Ȧt
At

and per capita output are proportional to population size:

gAt = γsLt. (1a)

This is the ‘scale effect ’, where per capita growth is an increasing function of
the scale of the economy Lt. The model requires that the population is constant
to avoid an ever-increasing, explosive growth rate.
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3.1.2 The regional model

There are many examples of first generation endogenous growth models being
extended to two regions (see for example Walz (1997); Martin and Ottaviano
(1999, 2001); Baldwin and Forslid (2000a,b); Baldwin et al. (2001); Yamamoto
(2003); Baldwin and Martin (2004); Davis (2009)). These models imply that
there is a spatial constraint on knowledge spillovers that is the source of ag-
glomeration economies. Consider the innovation function in a two region growth
model based on the first generation endogenous growth model above:

Ȧt = γsLt (AWt) (n+ (1 − n)λ) (2)

where Lt now represents the local regional workforce, λ ≤ 1 describes how
easily the knowledge stock transfers between places, AWt represents global
technology and n represents the share of the knowledge stock developed in
the home region At

AWt
= n with an analogous equation describing innovation

in the foreign region. Since the final good is a composite good made from
traded intermediates, home region output per capita is proportional to the
global stock of non-rival knowledge yt = Yt

Lt
= AWt (1 − s) where s and Lt

now refer to local characteristics. Taking the time derivative and rearranging
gy = ẏt

yt
= γ

(
sLt (n+ (1 − n)λ) + s̃L̃t (nλ+ 1 − n)

)
=

˙AWt

AWt
= gAW . As a

result, the growth rates of the two regions equalise in the steady state to the
global technology growth rate,

gAW =
˙AWt

AWt
= γ

(
sLt (n+ (1 − n)λ) + s̃L̃t (nλ+ 1 − n)

)
. (2a)

If there are global spillovers, there is be no benefit from locating in the larger re-
gion. Setting λ = 1 still results in the unintentional scale effect in the Romerian
growth model but at the global level.

gAW =
˙AWt

AWt
= γ

(
sLt + s̃L̃t

)
. (2b)

To confirm that the scale effect occurs consider what is required for constant
technology growth. In a balanced growth path the growth of knowledge spillovers
also matches the constant growth rate of technology. Differentiating with re-
spect to time, setting to zero and rearranging implies that constant technology
growth requires no population growth. If the population is growing this im-
plies an ever-increasing growth rate in fininte time. The scale effect is typically
avoided in these two region models by scaling population relative to global pop-
ulation (i.e. setting Lt to Lt

Lt+L̃t
) and preventing population growth. If sW

represents the share of the global population involved in research then the scale
effect seems to disappear.

gAW =
˙AWt

AWt
= γsW (2c)
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Yet the scale effect is still there, it is merely hidden by carefully selected param-
eters for world population (effectively Lt + L̃t = 1), population growth (gp = 0)
and global spillovers (λ = 1).

The scale effect re-emerges whenever a spatial mechamism is applied to in-
novation because it exagerates the impact of such mechanisms. To examine this
closely, reconsider Equation 2a. The growth function is made up of two types
of factors: (i) spillover factors

(n+ (1 − n)λ) and (nλ+ 1 − n) (3)

and (ii) scale factors
sLt and s̃L̃t. (4)

Starting from two equal regions, consider the effect on growth of a shift in the
distribution of research effort towards the home region (either by migration in
a core-periphery model or by shifting innovation activity in a trade or vertical
linkages model) holding all else constant. If growth were only a result of the
spatial spillover factors then the distribution of effort, or local scale, would not
matter for growth, at least in the short run, because growth would be only
affected by the current distribution of technology. But changes in the growth
rate are an interaction of both spatial mechanisms in the spillover of knowl-
edge and the scale of research. This interaction is not removed by considering
only the relative population shares because the relative scale also multiplies the
knowledge spillover. As a result, models that use a first generation engine of
growth unintentionally imply an additional force for agglomeration economies
because concentration of research effort affects growth by amplifying the local
knowledge spillover. This factor is in addition to any specific spatial mecha-
nisms that actually create agglomeration economies such as increasing returns
to the scale of production, transport costs or the mechanism considered here:
spatial externalities on the transfer of knowledge.

3.2 Semi-endogenous growth without scale effects
3.2.1 The aspatial model

Jones (1995b) showed that growth remained constant despite an increasing pop-
ulation and increasing research effort, refuting the predicted scale effect. To
resolve this apparent paradox, Jones (1995a); Kortum (1997) and Segerstrom
(1998) developed second-generation theories of endogenous growth without scale
effects by diminishing innovation productivity for developing cumulative im-
provements. In these models, the function

Ȧt = γLAtA
β
t (5)

describes how productivity improvements diminish with cumulative discoveries.
The parameter β > 0 describes how research builds on the cumulative stock of
ideas, but β < 1 implies that it is increasingly difficult to discover additional
new ideas. As above, output per capita is proportional to the global stock of
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knowledge yt = Yt
Lt

= At (1 − s) and growth in output per capita is found by
taking the time derivative and rearranging, gy = ẏt

yt
= γLAtA

β−1
t , which is again

equal to the growth rate of technology:

gA =
Ȧt
At

= γsLAβ−1
t . (5a)

In this equation, a larger population implies a scale effect, as above, but the
rate of growth is diminished by technological advancement. A balanced growth
path implies that technology growth is constant. Differentiating with respect to
time finds the constant long run growth rate is

gA =
gp

γ (1 − β)
(5b)

where gp is the population growth rate.That is, in the balanced growth path the
scale effect of a growing population is eliminated exactly by diminishing inno-
vation productivity with cumulative ideas to reach a constant growth rate that
is proportional to population growth. Research effort has short run impacts
on growth, but no impact on the long run growth rate because it is eventually
matched by diminishing innovation productivity. While research effort is still
an endogenous investment decision in return for temporary monopoly profits,
these models attract the label “semi-endogenous” growth because research ef-
fort has no long run impact on growth. However, the scale effect on effort is
not removed from semi-endogenous models, it is simply equal to the impact of
decreasing returns to the scale of cumulative knowledge in the balanced growth
path. Furthermore, continued innovation requires population growth without
any micro-foundation to explain why.

3.2.2 The regional model

The semi-endogenous growth model is extended to two regions by applying
the innovation production function in each region with spatial externalities for
knowledge spillovers (For example see Minniti and Parello (2011) or Fukuda
(2017)). Consider the innovation function in the home region in a two region
growth model:

Ȧt = γLAt (AWt (n+ (1 − n)λ))
β (6)

with an analogous equation for the foreign region. Taking the time derivative
of per capita output and rearranging gy = ẏt

yt
= γsLtA

β−1
Wt (n+ (1 − n)λ)

β
+

γs̃L̃tA
β−1
Wt (nλ+ 1 − n)

β
=

˙AWt

AWt
= gAW . As a result, the growth rates of the

two regions equalise in the steady state to the global technology growth rate,

gAW =
˙AWt

AWt
= γ

(
sLtA

β−1
Wt (n+ (1 − n)λ)

β
+ s̃L̃tA

β−1
Wt (nλ+ 1 − n)

β
)
. (6a)

If there are global spillovers, there is be no benefit from locating in the larger
region. Setting λ = 1 leads to the standard growth rate where growth is propor-
tional to global population and inversely proportional to cumulative knowledge
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since 0 < β < 1:

gAW =
˙AWt

AWt
= γAβ−1

Wt

(
sLt + s̃L̃t

)
. (6b)

As in the aspatial model population still implies a scale effect at the global level
for innovation that is counteracted by an inverse scale effect on cumulative global
knowledge. The scale effect is avoided entirely by scaling population relative to
global population (i.e. setting Lt to Lt

Lt+L̃t
). If sW represents the share of the

global population involved in research then the scale effect seems to disappear

gAW =
˙AWt

AWt
= γAβ−1

Wt sW (6c)

but the growth rate is still constantly diminishing due to the remaining ef-
fect of decreasing returns to cumulative global knowledge. As in the aspa-
tial model, the balanced growth path implies the constant long run growth
rate is proportional to population growth in the regions where research occurs
dg
dt =

gpsLt+g̃ps̃L̃t
sLt+s̃L̃t

1
γ(1−β) . The scale effect is still present, but in the balanced

growth path it is eliminated by the inverse scale effect of decreasing returns to
cumulative knowledge.

As with first generation models, the scale effect re-emerges when spatial
mechanisms are applied to innovation because it amplifies the impact of spatial
factors. Examine the growth rate in Equation 6a. The function is now made up
of three types of factors: (i) spillover factors

(n+ (1 − n)λ) and (nλ+ 1 − n) , (7)

(ii) scale factors
sLt and s̃L̃t (8)

and (iii) local idea congestion

[AWt (n+ (1 − n)λ)]
β−1

and [AWt (nλ+ 1 − n)]
β−1

, (9)

While these final two factors are equalised in the balanced growth path in the
aspatial growth model, this is not necessarily the case in the two-region model if
the spatial distribution is unsteady, even if growth is otherwise in the balanced
growth path. That is, semi-endogenous assumptions about growth affect the
spatial forces in unsteady states. Specifically, idea congestion applies to the
observed global scale of ideas while scale factors apply to the local scale of the
region, which are not necessarily in unison. Again consider the effect on growth
of a shift in the distribution of research effort towards the home region (either
by migration or shifting innovation activity) holding all else constant. If the
resulting change in growth were only a result of the spatial knowledge spillover
factors then the distribution of labour or accumulation of ideas would not mat-
ter for growth. But changes in the growth rate are an interaction of spatial
mechanisms in the spillover of knowledge, the scale of research (or it’s distribu-
tion) and (over time) idea congestion in the technology leading region since n is
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a function of sLt and s̃L̃t. That is, the scale of aggregate research effort multi-
plies the impact of the spillover mechanism and idea congestion diminishes it. In
unsteady spatial distributions, these spatial forces are not eliminated even if the
model is otherwise in the balanced growth path because their effect on growth
also depends on the distribution of research effort. As a result, spatial models
of semi-endogenous growth incorporate both a scale effect for innovation effort
that implies agglomeration economies and an inverse scale effect for cumulative
knowledge that implies diseconomies from knowledge congestion that are only
balanced in the steady state spatial distribution with a balanced growth path.

3.3 Schumpeterian endogenous growth without scale ef-
fects

The empirical results in Jones (1995b) are a clear rejection of scale effects but
it doesn’t provide evidence for how scale effects should be removed. Ultimately,
Jones (1999) concludes that this requires further empirical testing. With the
wealth of evidence now in favour of the Schumpeterian branch of endogenous
growth (Bond-Smith, 2019), spatial economists have extended this approach to
regional models.

3.3.1 The aspatial model

’Schumpeterian’ models of endogenous growth allow ideas to expand in two
dimensions: new varieties and firm-specific quality improvements. Each dimen-
sion has a linear relationship to research effort. This allows explosive ideas
but avoids explosive growth by sharing research effort across additional vari-
eties. These models recognized that population growth leads to an increase in
the variety of products whereas productivity relates to the quality of individual
products. In these models equations apply at the firm level. Firm i production
is given by Yit = AitLY it. If F = ηL represents the number of varieties at
time t,2 aggregate production is given by Yt =

[∫ Ft
0
Y

1
σ
it di

]σ
where σ describes

consumers’ love of variety. The function

Ȧit = γLAitAit (10)

describes the flow of quality improving ideas for each individual firm i where

Ait =

∫ Ft

0

Ajt
Ft

dj (10a)

represents economy-wide productivity and knowledge spillovers to firms. In
this model growth is dependent on research effort at the firm or sector level.
In the symmetric equilibrium output is Yt = Fσt ĀtL̄Y t where Ā and L̄ now

2In this toy model, F is proportional to L. This assumption is not controversial since
Laincz and Peretto (2006) show that this is a natural equilibrium outcome. In any case, it is
also not a critical requirement. See Peretto (2018).
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represent firm averages such that the functional form of first generation models
applies at the firm level. Per capita output reduces to yt = Yt

Lt
= Fσt Āt (1 − s).

Differentiating and rearranging gy = ẏt
yt

= (σ − 1) gp +
˙̄
tA

Āt
. Rearranging the

firm’s quality improvement production function finds that the growth rate of
technology is

gAt =
˙̄
tA

Āt
= γ

s

η
. (10b)

Technology growth is dependent on the share of labor devoted to research rather
than the quantum of labor or population size. As a result, increased research
effort by firms or sectors increases the growth rate of technology, but increases
in the scale of population only increase the number of varieties, thereby elim-
inating the scale effect from first generation models. Theoretical arguments
strongly support the Schumpeterian approach to modelling endogenous growth
without scale effects (Peretto, 2018; Bond-Smith, 2019).3 The weight of em-
pirical research now also finds in favor of Schumpeterian growth without scale
effects. For example see Zachariadis (2003); Laincz and Peretto (2006); Ha and
Howitt (2007); Ulku (2007); Madsen (2008); Ang and Madsen (2011); Madsen
et al. (2010); Greasley et al. (2013).

3.3.2 The regional model

In the two region model knowledge spillovers are a weighted average of observ-
able economy-wide productivity (See Davis and Hashimoto (2014))

Ait = (n+ (1 − n)λ)

∫ Ft

0

Ajt
Ft

dj, (11)

but the function defining the flow of productivity improvements for the average
firm is otherwise unchanged:

Ȧit = γLAitAit. (12)

Home region output in equilibrium with globally-symmetric firms is Yt = nFσt ĀWtL̄Y t
where ĀWt =

∫ Ft
0
nAit + (1 − n) Ãitdi represent global productivity averages

because final consumption is a global composite and L̄Y t represents local firm
averages. Per capita output in the home region reduces as above yt = Yt

Lt
=

Fσt ĀWt (1 − s). Differentiating with respect to time and rearranging, the growth
of per capita output is gy = ẏt

yt
= (σ − 1) gp +

˙¯
WtA

ĀWt
. Rearranging the quality

improvement production function for home region firms finds that the growth
rate of technology is

gAWt =
˙¯
WtA

ĀWt
= γ

s

η
n (n+ (1 − n)λ) + γ

s̃

η
(1 − n) (nλ+ 1 − n) . (13)

3See also the Appendix to Peretto (2018).
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Setting λ = 1 leads to the standard growth rate

gAt =
˙AWt

AWt
= γ

s

η
n+ γ

s̃

η
(1 − n) (14)

which is equal to the aspatial growth rate if the share of labour devoted to re-
search is the same in both regions. Growth is now unaffected by the scale effect
because technology production is neutral to scale. Similarly, in this toy model
there is no dispersion effect from diminishing innovation productivity. As a re-
sult, the assumptions about growth have no effect on the spatial equilibrium.
Viewed from the other direction, assumptions about the spatial economy have
no impact on growth in the absence of spatial mechanisms (For example when
λ = 1). Instead, the spatial equilibrium is determined precisely by the spatial
mechanisms that could be included in the model such as imperfect spillovers
(λ < 1), transport costs, congestion costs, rental costs or any other direct mech-
anism rather tahn by assumptions about growth and scale. The function is now
made up of only two factors: (i) spillover factors:

(n+ (1 − n)λ) and (nλ+ 1 − n) , (15)

and (ii) share factors:
s
ηn and s̃

η (1 − n) (16)

However, even Schumpeterian models can be susceptable to unintentional
consequences in the spatial equilibrium if the growth engine is not scale-neutral.
In the above toy model, R&D subsidies have no effect on the research effort of
individual firms if additional induced research effort is used only to expand the
number of varieties. Dinopoulos and Thompson (1998) argue that this can be
avoided if R&D activities are defined to focus solely on quality improvements.
Alternatively, to retain the stylized fact that long run growth is influenced by
proportional support for research effort, Howitt (1999) adds an assumption that
it becomes progressively more difficult to develop additional varieties for larger
populations. Specifically, quality improving innovations are subject to constant
returns to scale but inventing new varieties is subject to decreasing returns. As
a result, economy-wide productivity is not neutral to scale because a growing
population implies a slowing rate of innovation. This idea can be shown in the
above toy model by modifying the number of varieties such that F = ηLβ where
β < 1. In the aspatial model

gAt =
Ȧt
At

= γ
s

η
L1−β (17)

such that growth slows as population increases because new varieties are in-
creasingly difficult to find.

In the two region variant (Davis and Hashimoto, 2015)

gAt =
˙AWt

AWt
= γ

s

η
nL1−β + γ

s̃

η
(1 − n) L̃1−β (17a)
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with analogous equations for the foreign region.This implies the spatial impli-
cation that productivity improvements diminish as a city grows in size because
all the simple ideas have been found first, yet such a conclusion should only
apply at the global level or in the limited circumstance where transport costs
are so high that two regions cannot trade at all. This distortion in the spatial
equilibrium is the result of differing assumptions about quality improving inno-
vations and inventing new varieties that are required to retain specific stylized
facts in the aspatial model, rather than a micro-founded spatial mechanism. In
this version, an ideas congestion factor remerges at the regional level.

Davis and Hashimoto (2015) argue that product development costs may be
higher in larger markets, but these should be therefore based on the size of the
global market, rather than the local region. That is, these are costs that would
be faced by any supplier according to the size of the overall global market,
irrespective of their location in that global market. Other spatial mechanisms
may explain why innovation costs differ between cities, such as land rents for lab
space, wage costs for scientists to live in an expensive location or congestion costs
for scientists travelling to work, but these spatial models are the appropriate
tool to directly model such mechanisms rather than rely on implicit biases in
assumptions about scale in the innovation production function. Instead Bond-
Smith et al. (2018) and Bond-Smith and McCann (2019) use a scale-neutral
innovation production function based on Young (1998) such that the spatial
equilibrium is only affected by the intended spatial mechanisms of transport
costs, knowledge spillovers and related variety clustering.

Most recently Peretto (2018) represents a fourth generation model of endoge-
nous growth (see (Bond-Smith, 2019)). In this model, quality improvements are
explosive, but the number of varieties expands in response to explosive quality
improvements. A two region variant has not yet followed, but since the innova-
tion production function is scale-neutral it would not lead to any unintentional
consequences for the spatial equilibrium.

4 Broader impact of aspatial assumptions
Endogenous growth is now widely explored across various sub-fields of geograph-
ical economics. However, spatial models that rely on growth theories with either
the unintended scale effect or assumptions to remove the scale effect, derive im-
plications for the spatial equilibria and for regional or trade policy that may
be a misinterpretation of the aspatial assumptions about scale effects. City-
scale may well be a predictor of growth dynamics, but spatial economists and
economic geographers limit their findings if the scale effect is simply assumed
to facilitate or amplify the spatial mechanisms that lead to scale economies.
Similarly, findings may be misguided if aspatial assumptions to negate the scale
effect also unintentionally diminish the spatial mechanisms that define the spa-
tial economy. This section explores assumptions about scale effects and growth
in the broad economic geography literature.

Similarities in modelling techniques imply a natural combination of endoge-
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nous growth models with the new economic geography (NEG) (Bond-Smith and
McCann, 2014). This is broadly examined in the toy models above by closing the
model with footloose labour. Examples in this literature include Walz (1997);
Martin and Ottaviano (1999, 2001); Baldwin and Forslid (2000a); Yamamoto
(2003); Baldwin and Martin (2004). In two region NEG models with first gen-
eration endogenous growth, the scale effect is not solved by limiting population
growth to zero because labour mobility affects the scale of innovation and am-
plifies the effect of spatial knowledge spillovers in unsteady states. Yet these
models usually imply that any benefits from agglomeration economies in the
model are solely due to local knowledge spillovers (i.e. λ < 1) rather than this
amplification from the scale effect. In an early survey Nijkamp and Poot (1998)
compare spatial implications in neoclassical growth with first generation models
finding that models with increasing returns are inherently unstable. This insta-
bility is characteristic of many models of spatial equilibrium, but the instability
is exacerbated by the scale effect. In two region models with semi-endogenous
growth, the scale effect is not removed. Diminishing returns to cumulative ideas
implies idea congestion or a dispersion effect that reduces any spatial mecha-
nism in the model. Idea congestion matches the impact of the scale effect only in
the steady state distribution in the balanced growth path and otherwise implies
this dispersion force. For example, Minniti and Parello (2011) or Fukuda (2017)
both conclude that there are benefits for innovation when workers disperse be-
tween regions due to assumptions related to semi-endogenous growth without a
spatial foundation for such conclusions. In Schumpertian models without scale
effects the scale effect is removed by allowing innovation to expand in two di-
mensions: quality improvement and product variety. As a result, the scale effect
is removed by spreading a growing population across additional varieties such
that growth can be scale neutral. However, Davis and Hashimoto (2015) use
Howitt’s (1999) assumption that additional varieties are increasingly difficult to
develop, implying a dispersion force without a spatially micro-founded mech-
anism for such a force. As a result, many two region models of endogenous
growth inadvertently draw conclusions about spatial forces that are a result of
assumptions about growth and scale. Instead a scale-neutral approach (Bond-
Smith et al., 2018; Bond-Smith and McCann, 2019) allows spatial mechanisms
to deliberately drive the spatial forces in such models.

These issues are not only limited to models with footloose labour. Given the
limiting nature of the scale effect, a number of two region trade models restrict
migration and make other limiting assumptions that avoid differences in the
scale of regions such that regions are equal in all other respects. While some two
region trade models leap through these additional hoops (Davis, 1998; Baldwin
et al., 2001; Baldwin and Forslid, 2000b, 2010; Minerva and Ottaviano, 2010;
Baldwin and Harrigan, 2011; Breinlich et al., 2014), such limiting assumptions
are not always distinctly defined or made clear. However, with low transport
costs, economies of scale for production and innovation can concentrate activity
even in absence of footloose labour. As a result, the implicit scale effect still
affects the spatial economy by amplifying any spatial mechanism for knowledge
spillovers.
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Glaeser (2003) defines the subfield, the New Economics of Urban and Re-
gional Growth. This field focuses on empirical urban economics research that
estimates the determinants of city growth. The impact of endogenous growth in
this predominantly empirical field is in reverse. Much of this research finds that
big cities tend to grow at the same rates as many small cities, supporting the
Schumpeterian branch of endogenous growth theory without scale effects, even
at the city level. This reinforces the theoretical discussions above and an expan-
sion of research into the particular spatial mechanisms that drive relationships
between knowledge, human capital and the transmission of ideas, while denying
a role for scale to influence growth rates. Instead, scale has a level effect on firm
size, city size and productivity at the city level, but no effect on their growth.

Despite this evidence supporting a scale-neutral approach to innovation, ur-
ban economics models typically combine first generation endogenous growth the-
ories into models of cities (for examples see Duranton (2006, 2007)). First gen-
eration models inadvertently predict that innovation (and productivity growth)
increases with aggregate city-wide research effort. In doing so, these models as-
sume an agglomeration or clustering benefit for innovation without modelling a
mechanism for why such benefits occur. To avoide these consequences from the
assumed scale effect, these models cannot examine general population growth
and require an additional restrictive assumption that each industry locates in
one city alone. Similarly, the scale effect may be explicitly assumed to be the
source of external economies associated with an agglomeration or clustering
mechanism (as in Black and Henderson (1999)), without actually modelling
these urban mechanisms directly. Such models are the perfect vehicle for un-
derstanding the urban mechanisms that affect productivity growth and facilitate
benefits from clustering or agglomeration economies for innovation but surpris-
ingly offer no such insight. One interesting approach for this literuature is
whether the urban structure itself offers an alternative explanation and mecha-
nism for removing the scale effect by mitigating increasing returns to scale with
city-size related commuting costs (Rossi-Hansberg and Wright, 2007). How-
ever, the assumed role of scale effects is of critical importance to these results.
The scale effect itself is again effectively an assumed mechanism for agglom-
eration without modelling the causes of increasing returns to agglomeration.
Scale-neutral endogenous growth would be useful in a spatial equilibrium urban
model to understand how the mechanisms that create agglomeration economies
for innovation are extracted by land rents, congestion and commuting costs in
larger cities as a balance of the agglomeration and dispersion forces that such
mechanisms create.

Quantitiative spatial economics as defined by Stephen Redding and Este-
ban Rossi-Hansberg (2017) offer a series of recent research using continuous
space. This allows for a description of space, rather than location in economic
models and are an ideal tool for understanding spatial mechanisms that affect
growth (Rossi-Hansberg, 2019). While most of these models are static, and avoid
modelling growth, a subset of this research led by Klaus Desmet and Esteban
Rossi-Hansberg utilize a first generation engine of endogenous growth (See for
example Desmet and Rossi-Hansberg (2009, 2010, 2012, 2014); Nagy (Nagy);
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Desmet et al. (2018)). The authors acknowledge that the scale effect is a limita-
tion in terms of world population growth, but the scale effect is also an implicit
agglomeration factor that amplifies spatial mechanisms, rather than modelling
the causes of agglomeration economies directly. Desmet et al. (2018) suggest
that one solution is defining the cost of innovation as an increasing function of
world population, which acts as a modelling trick so that the model is neutral
to global scale. A more advanced scale-neutral innovation production function
would complicate calculation of the spatial equilibrium but would be neutral
to local scale and enable the spatial mechanisms that cause agglomeration and
dispersion forces for innovation to be modelled distinctly.

Lastly, the empirical regional science literature uses spatial econometric
models to understand spillovers between reigons (Lesage and Fischer, 2008).
By adding spillovers the interpretation of “scale” is somewhat different. Inter-
preting these empirical results in the context of the scale effect could lead to
misleading conclusions about the role and proximity of neighbours. If models
are estimated based on linearising a first generation or semi-endogenous model
there is an implicit hypothesis that there is likely to be some additional bene-
fit from the scale of the region including its neighbours. But these regressions
rarely include the scale of neighbours such that the benefits of both spillovers
and local scale may be overestimated to compensate. Empirical analysis that
favours this approach may either leave out or over-emphasise key predictors that
are correlated with scale. For example, Parent and LeSage (2012) linearise a
semi-endogenous model with spatial externalities to investigate determinants of
regional innovation capacity. Such regressions should instead focus on the rela-
tive rate of, which is neutral to scale, but recognise that the use of scale as an
explanatory variable is only to compensate for missing spatial mechanisms re-
lated to agglomeration economies. Local scale may well be an important control
variable to compensate for missing confounding variables, but the underlying
growth mechanism should be neutral to scale in order to estimate the specific
spatial mechanisms that create increasing returns to the scale of local innovation
effort.

5 Response
The effect of scale on innovation and growth is not disputed. Increasing returns
is fundamental and the benefits of internal and external economies appear across
the innovation and econmic geography literatures. At the same time, economic
growth is unrelated to scale (Jones, 1995b). The dispute over scale effects is re-
ally about how to reconcile these two stylised facts (Bond-Smith, 2019). Recent
models of growth allow innovation to be explosive even if growth is not(Peretto,
2018). But economic geographers and spatial economists should seek to find the
spatial mechanisms that create these internal and external economies for inno-
vation rather than rely on the accidental consequences of aspatial assumptions
in early endogenous growth models. This section summarises how economic
geographers and spatial economists might respond to avoid the unintended con-
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sequences of the implicit assumptions about scale and growth.

5.1 Avoiding unintended consequences
Models in economic geography are built from a combination of aspatial and spa-
tial assumptions. Some assumptions describe microfounded mechanisms and
others are required only for analytical convenience. Unintended spatial con-
sequences can be avoided by modelling aspatial aspects in a manner which is
neutral to space such that spatial consequences are only a result of intentional
spatial mechanisms. Similarly, empirical work can be interpreted correctly in
terms of intentional spatial mechanisms rather than implicit scale assumptions.
The spatial or aspatial nature and analytical purpose of assumptions should be
clearly defined. Assumptions used for analytical convenience should be exam-
ined closely to have no impact on direct conclusions. Assumptions that do not
meet these strict requirements should be avoided.

Implementing a scale-neutral approach requires a careful examination of as-
sumptions. Aspatial mechanisms (e.g. growth) must be carefully checked for
their unintentional spatial implications. In this way, the conclusions drawn can
be explicit about the source of spatial phenomena. Researchers should be ex-
plicit about the spatial mechanisms in the model and their micro-foundation.
For example, spatial externalities for knowledge spillovers are a mechanism that
represents one driver of agglomeration economies for innovation and this spa-
tial pattern is strongly microfounded by the empirical literature (Audretsch
and Feldman, 1996). Any microfounded argument to assume a scale effect, or
inverse-scale effect should be modelled directly with such a microfounded spatial
mechanism and should not be implicit within assumptions about innovation or
growth. Spatial economic models are the perfect vehicle to model the real causes
of such scale effects, such as agglomeration economies, rather than relying on
implicit assumptions about growth. Therefore, assumptions about innovation
and growth or any other typically aspatial economic phenomena should be neu-
tral to population size. For example, endogenous growth should be modelled
without scale effects. Scale effects should be eliminated by product proliferation
(as in the Schumperterian branch of the literature: Young (1998); Dinopoulos
and Thompson (1998); Peretto (1998); Howitt (1999)) but avoid an inverse scale
assumption (as in Jones (1995a); Howitt (1999)).

The growth model described by Howitt (1999) includes an assumption of
diminishing productivity for innovation in additional varieties to retain stylized
facts about growth in response to proportional R&D subsidies. However, in a re-
gional model with spatial externalities for knowledge spillovers, the diminishing
innovation productivity assumption would also unintentionally imply a disper-
sion effect. Modelling Howitt (1999) in space should involve a modified version
of the model that is neutral to population such that innovation productivity for
additional varieties does not diminish with population. Instead a microfounded
spatial mechanism for the cost of commercialisation related to market size that
would achieve both an understanding of the spatial economy and the desired
stylised facts. As a result, spatial consequences would be clearly a result of such
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mechanisms rather than unintentionally caused by assumptions about growth.
Spatial conclusions should be directly connected with their causal spatial

mechanisms. A requirement to identify the spatial mechanism(s) highlights
any spatial consequence that is otherwise unintentionally caused by implicit
assumptions. This provides an opportunity to revise the underlying model when
unintended spatial consequences are identified. If such a revision is not possible,
models with unintended spatial consequences do not have to be disregarded
entirely, but affected conclusions can be treated appropriately as limitations of
the particular model used for analytical convenience. This allows a focus on the
intentional spatial conclusions and their implications.

This approach is already common, but not always standard with respect to
spatial assumptions. For example, assumptions in Krugman (1991) about the
proportions of skilled and unskilled workers are not a prediction of equal wages
but an analytical tool or modelling trick that allows the model to be tractable.
The critical factor is that Paul Krugman (1991) is explicit about the nature of
this assumption as a modelling trick.

Many assumptions may have intentional spatial implications. For example,
assumptions about increasing returns to the scale of production in Krugman
(1991) are clearly intended to show that both trade and the location of economic
activity are a result of economies of scale. Such intentional mechanisms must
be clearly identified to avoid any misinterpretation.

5.2 Empirical research
While empiricists often seek to find the underlying relationships between data
without a predefined theory, all empirical research has some intuitive hypothe-
sis about the underlying theoretical mechanisms. Empirical research in spatial
economics, urban economics, economic geography and regional science may be
misinterpreted if the underlying theoretical models include unintentional as-
sumptions about scale and growth. For example, in order to estimate the con-
tribution of various factors to growth, a log transformation of first generation
endogenous growth models implies that city size will be a significant explana-
tory variable. City size may well be predictive of innovation or growth, but in
the original model this is attributed to increasing returns to the scale of research
effort leading to the scale effect, rather than the underlying spatial mechanisms
that actually create agglomeration economies for innovation. City population
may be used as a control variable as a proxy for other unobserved spatial factors
that are unrelated to the variable of interest, but it is of limited use for drawing
strong conclusions about specific agglomeration mechanisms. It’s implication is
that bigger is better, rather than understanding why larger cities are able to
facilitate a higher level of innovation.

Empirical research can follow a similar approach to theory development to
ensure the appropriate mechanisms are captured by the model. By using a
growth model that is neutral to scale, spatial results can be attributed to their
appropriate spatial mechanisms. By identifying a microfoundation, an appropri-
ate explanatory variable or specification can be selected and results interpreted
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correctly. For example, industry specialisation and clustering can appropriately
capture intra-industry knowledge spillovers, rather than population scale met-
rics that might otherwise ignore a role for small specialized cities.

Empirical research also offers significant opportunities to improve both em-
pirical and theoretical research by providing supporting evidence of appropriate
theoretical models of growth without spatial distortions. While scale effects
are often observed in the economic geography literature due to inherently spa-
tial mechanisms, the identification of such mechanisms is critical to improving
understanding of both the spatial economy and economic growth processes.
For example, recent research identifies distinct mechanisms such as interaction
between researchers(Akcigit et al., 2018) to facilitate innovation and growth.
Such mechanisms can also be applied to the spatial economy (McCann, 2007)
provided the underlying model is neutral to scale. Perhaps most importantly,
undertaking such steps means that credible policy recomendations can be con-
nected to their underlying causes rather than to implicit assumptions about
scale and growth.

5.3 Re-examining existing research
Conclusions drawn from existing research can be evaluated or qualified in light
of the issues raised in this article. In doing so, appropriate steps can be taken to
avoid unintended spatial interpretations. There are three proposed approaches:
Forward linkages, reverse linkages and a direct approach.

The forward linkages approach starts with the underlying assumptions in
the model. Initially, all the underlying assumptions in the model should be
clearly identified. Deriving the model from it’s assumptions allows the spatial
mechanics of the model related to population, scale or space to be correctly
traced through from this initial audit of assumptions. On this basis, the spatial
conclusions of the model can be confirmed or qualified based on the spatial
microfoundations of its underlying assumptions.

The reverse linkages approach is identical, but in the opposite direction.
Starting with the models spatial conclusions, the original underlying assump-
tions and mechanisms that lead to those conclusions can be identified by exam-
ining each of the parameters affecting each conclusion. In doing so the appropri-
ate restrictions for each conclusion may become clearer. This approach focuses
on the relevance of the conclusions enabling modelling tricks and assumptions
to be easily permitted if they do not otherwise affect the implications of final
conclusions.

The direct approach focues specifically on the spatial mechanisms included
in the model. This is the most flexible approach, as it permits aspatial assump-
tions, but denies the spatial implications of distinctly aspatial assumptions.
Such spatial mechanisms are typically flow functions, such as trade, migration
or knowledge spillovers but could also include scale functions such as increasing
returns. In deriving the model, the interaction between spatial mechanisms and
otherwise aspatial assumptions should be monitored closely to trace whether
spatial forces are altered by aspatial assumptions. To the extent that aspatial
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assumptions distort the spatial implications, this defines appropriate restrictions
on conclusions of the model.

Overall, spatial conclusions are only as strong as the causitive and micro-
founded assumptions that underpin them. Spatial implications without such a
microfoundation can be appropriately qualified.

6 Concluding remarks
Research in economic geography, broadly defined, is limited by assumptions
about scale effects and growth. In light of the issues highlighted in this article
economic geographers and spatial economists can take note of these limita-
tions and use appropriate techniques in order to focus on the distinctly spatial
mechanisms that lead to agglomeration economies for innovation. As a result,
researchers can draw stronger conclusions about the specific mechanims that
drive the spatial economy and develop defensible recommendations for planning
or policy.

Future research can also overcome such limitations. Theoretical models in
economic geography and urban economics are the perfect vehicle for examining
the spatial mechanisms driving agglomeration economies and diseconomies for
innovation and growth. Yet existing research seems inadequate when the as-
sumed scale effect takes the role of agglomeration or unintentionally amplifies
spatial factors. Future research in spatial economic fields should utilize tools
from from the now broad, expanding and empirically supported Schumpeterian
branch of endogenous growth theory, or subsequent generations (Bond-Smith,
2019), where the scale effect is eliminated by product proliferation.

Given the important role of increasing returns to scale for the spatial econ-
omy, opportunities for progressing research on endogenous growth in the spatial
economy are profound. While existing research can be appropriately qualified,
there is ample opportunity to also utilise a more modern understanding of en-
dogenous growth such as Peretto (2018), Akcigit and Kerr (2018) or Akcigit
et al. (2018) with appropriate modifications to ensure scale-neutrality. Bond-
Smith et al. (2018) and Bond-Smith and McCann (2019) make initial progress
by utilising a scale-neutral approach to endogenous growth in two-region mod-
els, but limitations in Young (1998) limit their focus to the spatial mechanisms
in the model. More complex endogenous growth models that are scale-neutral
offer greater opportunity to understand the spatial consequences of innovation
directly. There is much progress to be made.
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